
7 WAYS TO
PREPARE FOR

GREAT CONTENT
CREATION FOR

YOURSELF’



1- Have an Open Mind:

2- Be Authentic:

Don’t be too hard on yourself to think that you cannot do these things,
people doing what you see online and you love them are not better
than you. Be willing to give yourself a chance to try and create
something that revolves around you. Do not be uptight to think if you
put out contents someone will steal it. Whether you chose to put out
content(s) or not someone else will eventually put out the same
information and you would be amazed he /she will get credit for it
while you’re busy hoarding information.

Just be yourself, stop trying to be someone else or trying to be perfect.
It will be easy for you to create content when you are yourself. So be
all that you can and much more but BE YOURSELF.



3- Share From Your
Experience: 

4- Share From Articles or
Stories That Have Blessed
You:

Everyone is coming from somewhere, so it will be very easy for you to
share with the world your experience, that with help them make better
decisions or just be informed about a particular subject.

In your life’s journey you definitely must have learnt from writers or
creators or bloggers, so share from what you have learnt from others
and give them credit for it.



5- Give Yourself a Break

6- Document or Journal

Give yourself a break, you are “Interesting” yes, the fact that your life
might be normal can be an advantage. Contents written by normal
people is more actionable, relevant, relatable, real and digestible. Your
normal is more of a Super Power than you think. In the world of the
Internet, normal people like you and I can thrive and have value too…
What you read and how you manage your life is interesting to
someone. Remember that... You are interesting enough to create
content.

Keeping a journal will help you remember events that have happened
in your life, so I will advise you to take time to write things down so
you can have something to post about when you are ready.



7- Get Rid of The Mind
Blocks

Mind blocks are barriers that limit you. Mind blocks are a limitation
that keeps you on one spot making you feel you’re not going to get it
or you will not do it well… Dish every mind block and create contents
today for yourself.



GET STARTED TODAY

Hi there!

My name is Overilaye, popularly known as Overi. I am a Social Media
Content Creator.

I create DIY Content to help you do Social Media yourself.

In 2016, I thought it was wise to give Social media a try and yes, I became
super interested and decided to learn how to do Social media the right
way, leveraging on it to grow my Personal Brand and my Business.

As I grew to love the space, I thought it would be nice to share what I know
with individuals who might be finding it difficult to do social media, so I
started creating DIY tips and tricks. My goal is to help you do Social media
easily, so you can cut costs, grow your influence and also grow your
income invariably.

Join my Facebook community here let’s keep in touch

Follow me on Instagram

https://www.facebook.com/groups/buildingyouronlinenetwork
https://www.facebook.com/groups/buildingyouronlinenetwork
https://www.instagram.com/overilaye/

